OPENING NIGHT //
Fri 10 June, 6-9pm
// With Curators’
Tour 5pm

Turf Gallery, Keeley Road, Croydon CR0 1TF

FREE

Exhibition continues
until 23 July //
Open Tue - Sat,
11am - 5pm

Curated by Alice Gale-Feeny and Oliver Tirre
// With Sean Edwards,
Lynn Fulton, Adrian Schindler & Eulàlia Rovira and Lucy Vann

We’re pleased to announce the latest exhibition at Turf, Ground.

Turf have invited Alice Gale-Feeny and Oliver Tirre to Turf to continue their collaborative curatorial project, Ground. In its first instance, Ground was a series of three duo-artist shows that took place in ATTIC, One Thoresby Street, Nottingham in 2015. This time, within a group exhibition, artists Sean Edwards, Lynn Fulton, Adrian Schindler & Eulàlia Rovira and Lucy Vann present work that, when seen in relation to one another, speak about the body’s relationship to architecture. The artists in some way visibly digest their surroundings; we witness the actions that lead towards the manifestation of the work itself, as it exists in its present state.

The exhibition considers looking as a fundamental action ingrained with a sense of internal movement; a back and forth quality between subject and the gaze of the artist and viewer. Works present material as adaptable, with an ability to morph, suggesting we think through the surrounding environment in the same way; objects and spaces, functioning to our own evolving needs.